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The thesis consists of 40 publications in peer reviewed international journals and a tex|
which connects them, describes their results, and divides them into topical groups. All topical
groups concem various aspects of ionospheric physics and they are interrelated. These groups
aíe as follaws:

(1) Numerical model-based examination of the ionosphere-thermosphere response to
external disturbing factors, namely to geomagnetic storrn§, sub-storms, high-energy
proton events arrd sudden stratospheric warmings.

{2) Model-based investigation§ and testi:ng of methods of removing some substantial
problems of ionospheric origtn associated with applied tasks of radio communications,
navigation and radiolocation.

(3) Specification of known and in some ca§§s disclosed new features of spatial-temporal
distribution af electron density at F-region heights, in topside ionosphere and in
plasmasphere at various latitudes under quiet conditions.

(4) General scenario of processes in the ionosphere-thermosphere system at various
phases of geomagnetic storm and after it end, The daytime positive ionospheric
aftereffect of geomagne§c storms wa§ disclosed, staíistically confirrned and
interpreted-

(5) Model-based specification" interpretation and evaluation of the role of effects of solar
proton events, proton precipitations &om magnetospheric tai1 and semi-trapped
electrons from radiáion belt§ in development of global ionospheric response to
geomagnetic stomrs.

(6) The origin of negative ionospheric perturbations at aaratal and middle latitudes during
sudden stratospheric warmings was established, namely a decrease of OA,Iz due to
heating ofthe uppr atmosphere.

The results are in detail described in the 40 papers and I will not describe them all. Among
particulmly interesting results are the following results

- The F3-layer is formed at very low latitudes among crests of the equatorial ionization
anomaly by action of the inhornogeneous vertical plasma drift.

- Longifudinal variations of the main ionospheric trough were found to be stable
phenomenon independent of geophysica] conditions. These longitudinal variations are
more pronounced during day.time than at night and their mechanism differs between
daytime and nighttirne.

- Longitudinal variation of electron density at sub-auroral latitudes. The Weddel sea
anomaly arrd Yakutian anomaly (hieher nighttime/evening than noontime foF2) were
found to be caused mainly by the quasi-vertical plasma drift along magnetic field lines
under action of thermospheric wind.

- The plasmaspheric conhibution to the total electon content (TEC) may be sometimes
larger than that of the ionosphere, particularly at night under low solar activity
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conditions neaí equator. The foF2 and TEC response to geomag[etic storms might be
substantially different, which agťees with results of other authors.

- Calculďions with GCM model TIP confirmed observed dominance of negative effects
of geomagnetic storms at high latitudes and positive eífects at low latitudes due to
redistribution of thermospheric composition. Klimenko's publications disclosed
various details of respective proces§es and mechanisms. The positive effects
(ircreases) of midlatifude electron density in the storm recoyery phase and after the
end of storm he ascribes to increased o/l.{z ratio.

- Effects of sudden stratospheric warmings (SSW) on the ionosphere. The origin of
negative §SW-related ionospheric disturbances at auroral and middle latitudes was
attributed to decrease of the oA{z ratio. The key mechanism of the low-laťtude
ionospheric respCInse he found to be changes of the zonal electric flelds (vertical
plasma dťift).

- The scenario of examination of ťespon§e of the ionosphere-thermosphere system has
been developed using models GCM TlP a EAGI,E was develo@. An ionospheric
re§pon§e to solm proton everrts and proton precipitation &om magnetospheric tail was
found in the high latitude E region electron density and in TEC, the latter being caused
partly by heating of ionospheric electrons with resulting increase of electron scale
height in the topside ionosphere and plasmasphere.

- The verification of empfical ionospheric models and methods of their adaptation has
been developed and rcalizrÁ. This was particutarly important for the main ionospheric
trough.

Comnents to eff.ects of SSWs onthe ionosphere:
- At European middle latifudes prevail positive, not negative (these occur only

sometimes) effects in foF2.
- Prevailingly accepted main drivers of low-latitude effects are effects of tides and

planetary wave§, particrrlarly of strongly enhanced lrmar tides.
Despite my cofirments to eťfects of SSWs, which are still even internationally not well

understood, I have to claim that the results of M. Klimenko are impressive and very important
for further development of ionospheric physics.

Maksim Klimenko is higbty internationally recognizď expert in the field of ionospheric
research, particularly in F-region and topside ionosphere physics. His scientiťrc results
presented in thesis and his highly recognized position in the international ionospheric
community clemly results in my recommendation to give bim the degree of Doctor of
physical and mathematical sciences.
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